ORIGINAL EMAILS

_____________________________________________
From: Rawé, Noëlle
Sent: 03 September 2007 10:52
To: Hughes, Ceri [MY LINE MANAGER]
Subject: FYI
The letter I was asked to sign on 25 April states “under no circumstances should you access the
external internet (save for the site www.webex.com)“

“on 25 April” = error.
This is the 23 Apr 07 letter issued ‘by’ Jeanette Dunworth, HR (= Peter Bassett, partner) –
stating that I was barred from using the internet. Bassett sent it to me with his 24.04.07-09h10
email asking me to sign it and return it – which I did with my 25.04.07-13h45 email to Bassett and
Hughes = she KNEW!.
(Both emails contain my Comments; events are discussed under sections 3.4 and 4 KPMG page)
Hughes also KNEW this from the fact that I had been taken off from dealing with inquiries on the
KPMG website: her 25.04.07-15h28 email as a follow-up to mine of 24.04.07-9h34, in which she
wrote:

“this is a good opportunity to remind Jane that you aren't able to monitor dot.com
anymore”
The work entailed principally my determining the most appropriate KPMG persons to field the
enquiries to – an activity I was particularly suited to carry out e.g. from Ceri Hughes during my socalled ‘performance appraisal’ on 09.10.07, lines 370-372 (I secretly recorded; recording under
section 8.1 KPMG page):
“There are a lot of people who say they that they know a lot about our range of services, but
they don’t.
Because of your experience in FAS [1], and then working in RAS [2], you are one of the
few people who has that overview of all the service lines”
(1) - FAS = Financial Advisory Services
(2) – RAS = Risk Advisory Services
Concurrently, it often entailed providing them with information to help them address the enquiries;
and then ensuring that they were followed up promptly.
But, I liked dealing with the enquiries, so: ‘a good reason to have me taken off’!
(What Hughes should have done, as Bassett told me, and I reported in my 25.04.07-13h45
email, is “develop a business case”…to get me, a KPMG employee, ‘permission’ to access the
KPMG websites…when it suited her).
Other examples PROVING that I was cut-off from accessing even KPMG sites can be seen in the
printscreens of 26.10.07 and 21.11.07 - that returned the following message:
“WEBSENSE: Your organization’s internet use policy restricts access to this page at
this time”
_____________________________________________
From: Hughes, Ceri
Sent: 03 September 2007 09:50
To: Rawé, Noëlle
Subject: RE: FYI
I think that you can assume that KPMG's internet site is not a forbidden area.
Ceri Hughes
_____________________________________________

From: Rawé, Noëlle
Sent: 03 September 2007 09:48
To: Hughes, Ceri
Subject: RE: FYI
Thanks. Followed the link, and the next one, and ended up in the forbidden area: kpmg.com. So, have
not looked.
_____________________________________________
From: Hughes, Ceri
Sent: 01 September 2007 19:01

To: Rawé, Noëlle
Subject: FYI
http://www2.microwebs[]
Ceri Hughes
KPMG LLP

